Summer 2010

Let Freedom Ring!
Barbershopping in Philly
by Craig Rigg
[The following report is a personal observation
and does not reflect the views of the Society or
the Illinois District. With luck we’ll face only a
few lawsuits.]

There’s this moment in the
recent barbershop documentary American Harmony. Jeff Oxley looks at a
monitor as Vocal Spectrum appears on
stage during the 2006 quartet contest,
singing “Cruella DeVille.” He turns
and shakes his head, saying, “The Society’s changing, man.” His sentiments
pretty much sum up what the 2010
International Convention and Contests at Philadelphia was all about.
There’s been a changing of the guard.
First, let's take the quartet contest. By now, everybody knows that Storm Front finally got
the gold (after much cajoling and trash talk). They are the first comedy oriented quartet since
FRED to achieve the pinnacle of quartetting. There’s no doubt these guys can sing; they’re Singing
scores put them in second place, bested only by Old School (with Illinois's own Joe Krones at bass).
In fact, Old School led after the semi-finals by only 17 points, and OS had won each of the first two
rounds. All they had to do was maintain their lead and the gold was theirs. Not to be (a phrase
you'll hear again later.)
So what did Storm Front do that made the difference? Well, a combination of factors probably did it. First, SF staged one heck of an innovative final set. Their first song, with a bit of mocking of Old School and up-and-coming Ringmasters from Sweden, lamented their struggle to reach the
top. But their second song took listeners on a familiar road
trip. I’ll wager that every quartet that has ever traveled by
car to a gig has experienced one or more of the incidents
these guys recreated on stage. The two-song set lasted over
15 minutes, probably the longest on-stage set in Society contest history. If you missed the contests, plan on purchasing
the Society's DVD of the top 20 quartets. If past practice
holds, all six songs of the winning quartet will be featured,
but don’t be surprised if the Society decides to leave out this
last number—”Juke Box Saturday Night”—because of some
all-to-true moments.
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The other factor was fraught with irony. To go back a moment, the earlier-mentioned barbershop documentary American Harmony, which was released last summer throughout the country,
tells the story of Max Q's agonizing road to a gold medal. The documentary is now available for
purchase, and every barbershopper needs to see it several times because of it’s bitter-sweet storyline. But I digress--the early premise of the documentary follows the rise of super quartet Max Q to
what everyone assumed would be a first-appearance gold medal. Featuring Tony LaRosa at lead,
Jeff Oxely at bass, Gregg Clancy at tenor, and Gary Lewis at baritone, this quartet brings an awesome barbershopping pedigree, perhaps the first of the “uber” quartets. To some, their gold medals
seemed automatic. Not to be.
First, they got bumped off by Real Time in 2005 and out-sung by the narrowest of margins
by Vocal Spectrum in 2006. The documentary producers soon found they had a dramatic story-line
in tracing the fortunes and misfortunes of several quartets. The focus shifted from “How Max Q
won the gold” to “Will Max Q ever win the gold?”
In the documentary, Joe Connelly is prominently featured as a barbershop spokesman and
as a coach, working with one of the contending quartets. Connelly is universally recognized as the
consummate barbershop lead, a skilled vocal musician who literally makes a living from our art
form. Near the end of the documentary, Joe is watching a monitor of one of his quartets as they
approach the all-important tag. He tightens with emotional tension, urging the lead to “go for it”
on the final lead post. And just at the height of the tag’s musical intensity, the lead’s voice cracks.
Like a blow to the gut, Joe turns and grimaces in agony, knowing that this moment has probably
cost the quartet a shot at the gold.
Fast forward four years to Philly. This was Old School's third competition. They finished
fifth in 2008 and second in 2009, so they came into the contest as the odds-on favorite to win the
gold. With “Awesome” Joe (three gold quartet medals), Kipp Buckner (two gold quartet medals),
“Mega-Bass” Joe Krones (aren't all Illinois District basses?), and perennial top-quartet singer Jack
Pinto at baritone, how could they miss? OK, last year they were railroaded by the sudden appearance of “uber” quartet Crossroads (do I see a trend here?). Barring a gaff, the gold was theirs.
And such was the case until about three-and-aFrom the Philadelphia Weekly, June 30-July 6, 2010, a free arts/culture/politics
half minutes into their first song “Last Night Was the
newspaper
End of the World.” Old School lives up to its name--the
quartet sings more traditional barbershop songs with a
Barbershop Quartet Championships
minimum of vocal gymnastics and gimmickry. If any“The boy bands with their sex-you-up R&R harmonies come and
one wants a sense of the tradition of barbershop hargo (and come back again: Philly-raised Boyz II men are now
mony, Old School would be the quartet with which to
adultz) but the songs remain the same for the barbershop quarstart. And their quarter-finals and semi-finals scores
tets of the nation. It’s unlikely you’ll be able to get your hair cut
showed them in first place.
at the Convention Center this week when thousands of oldBut that Saturday day in Philadelphia, on one
school, four-part harmonizers are in town for the 72nd convenset of lead pickup notes, something just didn’t sound
tion of the Barbershop Harmony Society, a week of events that
right. “Awesome” Joe's voice was noticeably huskier
began in a friendly way last week, but will culminate in a champithan in the past. My wife and I glanced at each other
onship tessitura smackdown Saturday night. Contestants will
with a puzzled frown, as did a few other spectators
wring every drop of harmonious sweetness from ‘polecats,’ or
around us. But then Mother Irony stepped in. On the barbershop standards, like ‘Sweet Adeline’ and ‘Down by the Old
tag, featuring a lead post, Joe’s voice momentarily
Mill Stream.’ Some ambitious crooners might try to tackle
cracked, wavered, broke. What had happened in the
babymaker ‘I’ll Make Love to You’ for kicks, but contest rules are
video documentary four years ago suddenly played out stringent, so they’ll probably stray only as far as Sinatra’s ‘Come
again.
Fly with Me’.” Peter Crimmins
The quartet broke to take the applause, and
Joe reached into his pocket, quickly fished out some
Unfortunately, this is usually how we’re perceived by the nontype of gum, took a few quick chomps, and then debarbershopping world. Too bad this editor didn’t attend the
posited the object back in his pocket. Had he anticiquartet finals or catch Ambassadors of Harmony’s swan song. Ironipated this moment? Was he suffering from some type cally, Stan and Jan McMorris took in a performance by the Philaof throat ailment? A better reporter than I would have delphia Symphony Orchestra as part of the Fourth of July festivifound out. The fact is, Old School still outscored Storm
ties. The orchestra played selections from West Side Story, includFront in this final set in terms of singing scores. But did ing “America.” Would that the editor had been able to compare
the vocal glitch cost Old School the gold? Probably not. the performances. Dare we say which one would have been the
Storm Front's final round presentation and music scores more memorable?
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bettered Old School's by 75 points, and they won the gold by 57 points. Still, the most destructive
question anyone can ask — “What if ...? —still lingers.
What about the rest of the quartet contest? To repeat, “The Society's changing, man.” In
third place, the Swedish quartet Ringmasters reprised their placement last year. Talk about Westminster
Chorus all you want to, but the a cappella music coming out of Sweden has made phenomenal leaps in
the last few years. Ringmasters brings the youth, the hip Euro-Techno appearance, the vocal gymnastics, the precision of singing and enunciation that are bound to attract young American singers.
They even upstaged Three Men and a Tenor's poorly-scoring version of the Jackson 5 song “ABC” by
singing another Jackson hit “She's Out of My Life.” As part of the zero8 chorus from Sweden, who
is the equal of Westminster in terms of youth and vocal quality, if not in size and choreography, an
outsider might falsely assume that the Society is made up of a bunch of under-thirty avant-garde
musical prodigies. Furthermore, the college quartet champion Swedish Match is -- duh -- from Sweden, and two of its singers also sing in Ringmasters.
To further advance the youth movement, 2006 College Quartet Champions Musical Island
Boys from New Zealand finished in fourth place, making steady progress upward in each round. I
never thought I'd say it, but their final Saturday evening song— “Love Me”—was sexier than O.C.
Times’ version. The magnetism of these four young men, clad in white, was palpable throughout
the hall. One only had to glance at the wide-eyed, grinning females of all ages in the audience to
sense this was a special moment. If the Society decides to put this performance on the DVD, compare it to O.C. Times’ 2006 version, and you’ll see the difference. I never thought I’d say that a
quartet could out-sexy O.C. Times, but it happened.
Making a steady rise in the ranks was Men in Black. This former College Quartet Champion, who appeared at the 2008 YIH festival in Bloomington and competed at our spring convention,
is adding to the youth movement at the upper levels. Along the same Illinois connection line, the
quartet Masterpiece, who were the clinicians at our IDAH last March, appeared with a new lead, replacing Mark Hale. He's Patrick Haedtler, one of the many young singers from the Westminster
and Masters of Harmony choruses. “The Society's changing, man.”
A couple of other notes about quartet performances. TNS (from Nashville) sang note-fornote the arrangement of “Kentucky Babe” that IDAH attendees were taught. The only thing different was a 16-bar opening verse that is not part of the Society arrangement. Believe it or not,
Mighty Wind sang “Bill Grogan's Goat” with some variations, but pretty much right out of the JPB
songbook. The Illinois District`s representative Off the Record finished in 29th place in their first
international contest appearance.
And then there’s Lunch Break (dang, will this Illinois connection never end ) They were in
our district last fall as part of the YIH activities at Charleston, and they’re scheduled to return both
to Charleston and to Bloomington this October. Focusing on some incredible comedy bits the
equal of FRED and Storm Front, this quartet were the mike-testers for the finals.
To some, being a mike-tester quartet is sort of like winning second place at a hot-dog eating contest. Their first song showed it—sung as deadpan and as boring as possible. They were role
models for the way many of our chorus members sing songs they don’t like. Certainly, they couldn't
have predicted an 11th place finish in the semi-finals, so they had to come up with this presentation
plan overnight. Their second song, however, set all kinds of precedents. A short time into the
song, another quartet strode on stage and pushed them aside, the 12th place quartet. Hustling these
intruders off stage, Lunch Break resumed singing, only to be supplanted by another semi-final quartet, on and on until all nine of the semi-final quartets got a chance to do some “mike testing.”
They all convened for the final chords, pushing Lunch Break to the remote background.
Again, a better reporter than I would have discovered who masterminded this plan, who
arranged for all nine quartets to reappear, and who devised the staging strategies, let alone have all
quartets learn the song and sing it in their respective styles. Never has a ten-quartet mike tester
song highlighted the start of a quartet finals, and if it were ever to be repeated, the result would be
lame in comparison. Of course, it won't appear on the DVD either.
Entertaining though it may be, the hilarious set created a problem. After the stage cleared,
Men in Black kicked off the first of 10 quartets, singing “’Cross That Mason-Dixon Line” and
“What Do I Need with Love?” The second song had a couple of interesting chord patterns, but
nothing unusual at this level. But down front, the audience began to notice a conference of judges
that kept getting bigger and kept delaying the appearance of the second quartet. What was the
problem?
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Rumblings in the audience suggested that one of the MIB songs was being disqualified.
Society President and Presenter Bill Biffle contended with the delay and with a restless audience.
Then came the news that the Chairmen of Judges, in conjunction with other judges, felt that the
mike-testing session had not been adequate to adjust the sound for the hall. As a result, another
mike-testing session was needed, and Men in Black would be allowed to repeat their performance as
the last quartet for the evening, in order to get a fair hearing.
For most of us, no sound problem existed, except for the incredibly hot mikes and the earsplitting sound intensity down front. As a result, the contest was further delayed so that Lunch
Break could be rounded up and brought back on stage to perform a more suitable sound check.
Another 10 minutes go by, and then they appear, drained from their physical act and from the “cool
down” that comes after a performance. Now, they had to come on stage and sing another song,
one for which they were probably unprepared. Gratefully, they had to sing only a portion, but I’m
sure the Society, through the Judging and Contest system, will have something to say about future
mike-testing performances.
I’d like to have reported on the College Quartet Contest and brag about how well the Illinois District representatives After Hours did in earning a sixth-place finish, only about 50 points behind the winners. This contest is becoming the launch pad for future quartet champions, certainly
equal to the quarter-finals in singing quality. In fact, last year’s College Quartet Champion—the Vagrants—finished 31st in this year’s regular contest. Twenty-nine college quartets (116 young men)
sang on Tuesday night, not the most convenient of times considering that most conventioneers
don’t arrive at the host city and its environs until Wednesday or Thursday.
Say what you will about the judges, who get the best seats in the house—they pay a price
for this up-close-and-personal view. They have a grueling, mentally-draining task as competitor
after competitor crosses the stage. This marathon mentality came to fore on Friday, the day of the
chorus contest. This year, 27 choruses, with 1,722 singers, presented nearly 10 hours of song.
That’s why the contest is held in two sessions.
All kinds of expectations were wafting throughout the hall. In fact, the expectations began
last July after the Ambassadors of Harmony knocked off Vocal Majority, the first time this iconic chorus
tasted the bitterness of defeat. Four years ago, the VM had squeaked by to win the 2006 championship against the youthful Westminster Chorus. Only a few points separated these choruses, some
considering the contest a draw. Now, four years later, fate brought these two choruses together
again.
Earlier this year, the Dallas Metro Chapter announced that Jim Clancy would be stepping
down as director of the Vocal Majority. Often, a chorus is defined by its director, and this is certainly
true of the VM. With his musical expertise, arranging ability, and drive to create the best singing
group in the world, Jim Clancy is truly a musical legend, yet a year ago, his chorus had suffered a
shocking `defeat. The drama was worthy of another documentary. Would the VM regain its legacy
and restore another iconic barbershop figure to his place of prominence?
The Vocal Majority sang fourth, about an hour into the contest sessions with 137 men on
stage, singing “If I Ruled the World” and “When the Midnight Choo-Choo Leaves for Alabam’,”
the latter with as elaborate a staging plan as one can imagine. Clearly, the chorus sang with an emotional intensity beyond the message of the songs. In essence, this was Jim Clancy’s swan song, and
most would agree that the VM had never sung and performed better. In fact, the final results
showed that they scored the highest they had ever scored in any contest, averaging 97.1 points for
the two songs.
Other choruses had their moment in the spotlight. The ever original Toronto Northern
Lights wowed the audience with a highly innovative set revolving around an I, Robot theme. Fortunately, the DVD should feature their set. Northbrook’s New Tradition Chorus sang just before the
VM and showed that, under the leadership of Bryan Harden, they’re starting to regain their former
greatness. Late in the afternoon, Bloomington’s Sound of Illinois displayed moments of musical intensity, but not as consistently as they wanted. The Illinois representatives finished 21st and 24th
respectively. Chorus after chorus presented exciting, innovative performances. Watching directors
Joe Connelly, Jack Pinto, Darin Drown--all champion quartet men who certainly had the next day’s
quartet finals on their minds--made one wonder how they ever found time to devote to either endeavor.
About 8:00 that evening, the audience began to stir because it was time for the Westminster
Chorus to perform. As the Vocal Majority had done, the WC started with a ballad, singing from the
heart without a lot of stage business. Then, with 67 men, fewer than half the number VM staged,
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launched into their second song, a rousing sensory-overload production of “Mardi Gras March.” The excitement after the performance equally the one VM staged eight hours earlier. Had Westminster done
enough to upset the VM? Would the VM regain their title as the world’s best singing group? Not to be.
By 19 points, the Westminster Chorus defended their title and outsang the might VM. In fact, the
WC averaged 97.7 points for their set, besting the 97.5 average of last year’s winner, Ambassadors
of Harmony. Thus, the chorus contest merely reinforced the bitter-sweet quality to this convention--the
story-book ending doesn’t always end happily (for Vocal Majority), while youthful exuberance and innovation point to an exciting future for barbershopping, at least at the top of our art form. “The Society is
changing, man.”
To reinforce this “upset’ mentality, one could only wonder what the Ambassadors of Harmony
would do for a swan song. Again, “the Society’s changing, man.” The highlight of their performance was
the debut of “America” from the musical West Side Story. The David Wright arrangement and the choreography were the equal of the two top choruses’ performances, incorporating elements of “Stomp,” complete with clashing trash can lids to tumbling singers, to homage to Latino heritage. With luck, this performance will appear on the chorus contest DVD since past ones have featured the retiring chorus’s swan
song.
I wish I could tell you about the other convention week activities, but except for the Good News
Gospel sing and the mass chorus sing outside, everything costs extra -- the Association of International
Champions Show; the Harmony Foundation show, featuring the Four Freshmen and the World Harmony
Jamboree Dinner Show. We did pony up $25 for the cheap seats at the AIC show, which was quite entertaining, as we had expected, but what with hotels, parking, and sightseeing in Philadelphia, the extra charges add up. But that’s to be expected at an international convention where the Society has to make a buck.
Next year’s convention is in Kansas City, only a few hours away by car for most of us in Illinois.
There ought to be some exciting head-to-head battles. Will Old School step it up? Will Ringmasters become
our first non-American champion quartet? Will the Vocal Majority head north a few miles and try to regain
a title under the direction of Jeff Oxley? What has Masters of Harmony in mind to defend their chorus title?
No matter what’s in store, “the Society’s changing, man,” and that’s probably a good thing.

2010 Quartet
Champions

Storm Front
(left and right)

2010 Silver
Medalist

Old School
(left)

2010 Bronze
Medalist

Ringmasters
(right)

All photos on this and the following page were taken by official convention photography Lorin May.
To see literally thousands of conventions photos, go to the Society’s convention photo gallery (going
all the way back to the 2001 convention) at <http://photo.fotki.com/danp2000/bhs/>
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2010 Chorus Champions — Westminster Chorus

2010 Silver Medalist — Vocal Majority

Ambassadors of Harmony “swan song”

2010 Bronze Medalist — Northern Lights

Illinois District Competitor — Off the Record

Performance artist Greg Pappas

2009 Quartet Champions

Crossroads
joins with their families
(15 children, 13 of them girls)

and the
Ambassadors of Harmony
for an inspiration end to
their championship year

Lorin May photos
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The good, the bad, and the ugly
Reflections on the joyous and not so joyous
moments at the Philly Convention
by Craig Rigg
While the Philadelphia contests were filled with drama and great times, there
were some sharps and flats. First, the sharps:
—Who could complain about the weather, except for Sunday when the heat that
plagued the East Coast for much of July began to intensify. Early in the convention
week, the cool, balmy weather made for welcomed strolls through historic Philadelphia.
—What could be finer than to be in Philadelphia on the Fourth of July. Preholiday activities provided plenty of tourist opportunities, and the popular historic
sites were well within walking distance, not to mention free ice cream at Penn’s Landing.
—Having the contest venue within easy walking distance of most of the
“official” hotels was also a plus.
—No shortage of eating establishments abounded, and many of them were appreciative of our presence. One waiter at Chili’s was overheard saying that middle of
the week in downtown Philly is usually pretty slow, but business boomed for them all
week. And the owner of a shop in the bustling Reading Terminal Market said that she
was having one of her best weeks because of the enthusiasm of the barbershoppers.
They appreciated our being there (and our money).
—The converted Reading Street Station made a great spot for the Harmony Market Place, the registration, and the vendor display areas.
—Whoever thought about bringing a performance artist to the convention and
having him speed-paint inverted portraits might be considered crazy. However, Greg
Pappas (at gregpappaslive.com) created quite a stir with his incredible vision and obvious knowledge of barbershoppers. His speed portraits of Jim Clancy, Freddie King,
the Gas House Gang, along with world-famous celebrities, had to be seen to be believed. Kudos to whomever made this happen.
—Once again, Happiness Emporium hosted an inspiring gospel sing at the famous
Archer Street Methodist Church. The sanctuary was packed with people who wanted
the chance to sing a few gospel songs, conducted by Joe Lilies, Jim Bagby, and Drayton Justus, and to hear O.C. Times and Happiness Emporium. Unfortunately, the gospel
sing was scheduled at the same time as the Ambassadors of Harmony’s master class, so
people had to make a hard decision. Too bad these two worthy, free, non-contest
events had to go head-to-head.
—It’s a far cry from the nearly 9,000
barbershoppers who attended the convention, but about 100 of them stayed around
to march is the Philadelphia Fourth of July
parade. The heat was just starting to roll in,
so the singing marchers, led by James Estes,
got a warm reception from the crowds
along Market Street.
Now for the flats:
—When I first registered for the convention back in November, I perused the
available seating according to the helpful
contest venue floor plan. Yeah! I found
two aisle-row seats in Section B2 just off
stage right. Sight lines looked great. But
when we showed up in the cavernous warehouse known as the convention center con-

Happiness Emporium
O.C. Times

James Estes leads barbershoppers up Market Street on Fourth of July

test site and located our seats, much to our dismay, we were staring at
a six-foot by six-foot concrete support pillar. And there were six of
these concrete monstrosities spread throughout the seating area!
—Now, I’ve had to peer around a steel pillar in the upper deck
of Wrigley Field, but in this hall, there was no way I could see any
more than the stage right corner. The quartet performance area was
directly obscured by the pillar. I paid $270 dollars for this! Wouldn’t
you think the Society would have simply indicated pillar placement on
the floor plan? Wouldn’t you think they would have blocked out the
seats that provided no sight line to the stage? Why no heads-up
about a third of the seating area being in no-man’s land? If I had
wanted to watch all the contests on big video screens (there were six
of them scattered throughout the arena), I would have stayed at home
and watched on the web. I know of at least one person who sat in the
concourse and watched all the contest sets on the flat screens there.
Further, when I called the contest venue a warehouse, I’m not far off. One half of the convention floor was partitioned off with folding chairs for seating facing a small stage with curtains
that had to be opened and closed manually by harried stage hands. Ever try to peer through a
thousand heads to see performers on a stage only four feet off the ground? All you can see are
rows and rows of heads, some of them on some wide bodies. At least in a standard stadium arena,
the seats are elevated so that one can see the stage. There was a bleacher seating area at the back of
the warehouse, so those viewers had only three rows of pillars to gaze through. Heck, the Illinois
District could host an international convention and hold the contest in the McCormick Place.
There is, however, a bright spot in this rant, thanks to the kindness of Rob Brown, president of the Fremont, Neb., chapter. Not more than two minutes after we had plopped down in our
purgatory of obstructed view seats, Rob approached us and asked where we had gotten our tickets.
Turns out, the section we selected in November from the Society’s webpage was also the section
the Fremont Pathfinder Chorus had selected. He then led us to a couple of seats on the aisle in Section A, three rows from the front and off to stage right. Apparently, the Society had arranged for
replacement seats for the chorus and had given Rob a pack of tickets to distribute to the unlucky
Section B2 ticket holders. Thanks to Rob, we now had a very good view of the stage and enjoyed
good conversation with Jerry and Arlene Johnson from the Fremont Chapter.
Tom and Marge Woodall were also faced with the same dilemma, and they managed to
speak to a Society official, who just happened to have replacement seating tickets. Still, a number of
people weren’t so lucky and were stuck with lousy seats, not because of the floor seating forest of
heads or because of distance from the stage. Rather, their problem was the ugly gray pilings. Next
time you order your contest seats, try to find a picture of the actual venue so that you’ll know exactly what you’re buying.
—While we’re griping about seating, what’s up with these people who roam the aisles looking for open seats and plop down in the choicest open spots? Then, when the legitimate ticket
holders show up, they casually get up and move to the next open seat. Or am I just showing my
concert-going naiveté?
—I’ve attended only five other conventions prior to this one, and every time the seats are
at the back of the arena. No big deal; luck has a lot to do with seat assignment, even for big shots.
However, sitting in the back of a huge auditorium, I’ve never noticed a problem with the sound
system. I always heard perfectly well and relished the overtones. But sitting closer to the stage,
especially in front of massive speakers, we were overpowered by the sound. Regular concert-goers
bask in this thundering cascade of sound, but it just doesn’t work for barbershop. I didn’t hear one
single overtone throughout the contests. Was it the overpowering sound system, the low ceiling in
the warehouse (not much over thirty feet above the concrete floor), or just a proximity to the
speakers? Maybe the judges did have a problem hearing and needed a second mike-test.
—At every one of these other conventions, I’ve attended a “Chorditorium” or some central place where a variety of groups have the chance to perform—mixed groups and ensembles,
women’s quartets, small choruses, quartets of all kinds whether competitor or not. Missing from
this convention was any kind of central location for these groups to perform—daily. An attempt
was made to stage one on Saturday night after the quartet contest, but having a chance to see a variety of a cappella music styles in a smaller room—every day—should be standard at any convention.

Marge Woodall sits at
her original seat behind a massive pillar
obscuring the stage
to the upper right.
Five other pillars
blockaded the view
for many attendees.
Thanks to Tom
Woodall for the photo.
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—While I appreciated the big screens for those moments when a facial expression really mattered, I
wonder if Society videographers might consider the Fred Astaire edict. In every film scene involving a dance, Fred insisted that a single camera shoot a full-body view—no multiple cameras with
varied angles and close-ups. He wanted the audience to see the entire dancer’s body, and
he wanted it done in one continuous shot—no cuts, no re-takes. What you saw on screen is actually what happened on the stage. What’s this got to do with the convention videos? I wonder if it
would be possible to see a full-view shot of choruses like Westminster or Vocal Majority or Northern Lights from the center camera. No close-ups, no cuts and fades, no swooping boom camera—
just a heads-on view of the chorus as seen from the audience. Some of the effects these choruses
create have to be seen in their entirety. Close-ups of faces may be nice, but not when the entire
chorus is trying to perform some elaborate routine. Just sayin’.
—I wasn’t particular bothered by it, but several attendees commented on the frequency of
stomping on stage. Lots of percussive foot stomping and stage business created more non-singing
noise than some were comfortable with. Others had a few unkind words to say about all the scat
singing, especially in the AIC show.

Every time I attend a convention, I get a little sore about some issues, but the memory
soon fades. Before long, I’m thinking ahead, especially if the convention site is a little closer to
home. Already I’m checking out Kansas City and looking forward to our district’s fall chorus contest to select our representative(s) and next spring’s quartet contest to select our quartet reps. It’s
kind of like being a Cub fan—there’s always next year.

Historically Speaking
by Bob Squires
Although the district historical committee is making great progress in obtaining materials
for the archives, there are many areas where we hope that the membership can provide help. One
of these areas is old district contests score sheets. Specifically we are looking for score sheets for
the following contests:
Quartets: Fall 1959, 1954, 1953 and earlier.
Quartets: Spring 1959, 1958, 1956, 1953, 1950 and earlier.
Chorus contests: Fall 1960, 1959, 1957, 1956 and earlier.
These score sheets need not be originals, but should be in good enough shape to be
readable. We continue to search for old quartet and chorus contest photos from the 1980s and
earlier. Please send anything you may have to Bob Squires, District Historian. I will be happy to
make copies and return those items to the owner.
Bob Squires
2709 Canyon Drive
Plainfield, IL 60586
(815) 347-2985

Spring Novice Champs
Last issue, we reported on the Spring 2010 Illinois
District Convention and Contests. We also featured several photos of competing quartets, both
of regular performers and of award winners. We
neglected, however, to run a photo of the Novice
Quartet Champion A-MEN. Here’s the quartet in
performance on the Friday evening semi-finals featuring left to right Chuck Sparks, Bill Ward, Dean
Shapley, and Robert McClerren.
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Convention weekend packed
with awards to earn
by Bob Squires
Our upcoming Fall District Convention weekend will offer many opportunities for you,
your quartet or your chapter to carry home and share with your communities.
First of all our traditional District Quartet Champions will be crowned after two rounds of
singing on Friday night and Saturday afternoon. Don’t forget to register for the contest on line.
Do it now.
Saturday evening will find 12 choruses vying for an opportunity to qualify to represent the
Illinois District at our international competition in Kansas City next July as our Illinois District
Chorus Champions. A reminder for those of you who have dues renewals in the third quartet—
make sure you are paid up and eligible to compete with your chorus.
If your quartet qualifies, they could be eligible for the Glenn Howard Novice Quartet
Award. Two members of the quartet must not have ever competed in a district level quartet contest before in order to be eligible. Make sure you make note of that when registering your quartet
for the contest.
Of your quartet members are old enough your quartet will be eligible to qualify for the International Senior Contest held annually at our mid-winter convention (next January in Las Vegas).
All members of the quartet must be at least 55 years old, and the total accumulated age of the quartet must average at least 240 years. Two songs are all you need to prepare for the contest.
Once again this fall, your chorus will be eligible for the district MECA award. MECA
stands for “Most Entertaining Chorus Award,” and a panel of local citizens from the Peoria area
will be evaluating each chorus entry and rating each performance on its entertainment value. Bring
your chorus to Peoria and show your audience how much fun you’re having on stage.
Our newest district award is the Frank Thorne Award. This award is being brought back
to life to encourage and increase attendance at the district conventions, both Spring and Fall. It
receives its name in honor of Frank Thorne, who was an early Society president and founder and
director of the Chicago #1 Chapter, along with being the bass in our 1942 champions, The
Elastic Four.
All Illinois district chapters are eligible to compete for this award. The chapter with the
highest percentage of member registrations, based on official BHS membership numbers, shall be
the winner. Your chapter does not have to compete to be eligible. The cut-off for registrations to
count shall be noon on Saturday of the convention. In case of dual memberships, the registrant
MUST specify only one chapter. Don’t forget, every chapter—large or small, competing or not—is
eligible to receive the Frank Thorne Award. An award, suitable for display, will be presented to the
winning chapter at an appropriate awards ceremony during convention weekend.
As you can see, there are many activities for you and your chapter to get involved in during
our fall convention weekend. Don't be a stay-at-home. Represent your chapter. Bring your quartet,
whether you compete or just get together to have fun. Perform with your chorus on stage or in the
hotel lobby. Bring your family along, or just get a car load of chapter buddies and head for Peoria
in September. Let’s sing a song or two together. Don’t forget the pitch pipe!

Convention plans still in the works
As we prepare to publish, some items related to the fall convention are still up in the air.
The district will no longer be utilizing the Peoria Civic Center as a contest venue. Instead, plans call
for the use of the Scottish Rite Temple, three blocks to the east of the headquarters Pere Marquette
Hotel.
Further, plans are still in the works for non-contest activities, to include a resurrection of
the “anything goes” contest (and we use that term loosely) in past years as well as possible changes
to the Friday evening President’s Reception. Final plans won’t be settled until after the district
board meets for a pre-convention planning session during the middle of August. Plan to check the
district web page regularly for updates and registration information.
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Sterling High School
September 22
Contact
Kevin Deets
(815)946-3956

Eastern Illinois University
Charleston
October 25
Contact
Tom Woodall
(217)345-4109

Fox Lake High School
October 16
Contact
Bill Ward
(312)602-9659
kingschancellor@gmail.com

Bloomington
October 26
Contact
Rich Hansen
(217)412-1876
hansenr@mtzion.k12.il.us

Scheduled clinicians for the two down-state Youth in Harmony events is Lunch Break, this summer’s
11th place quartet. Not only are these guys superb musicians who have worked with a variety of youth
singers, they’re also one of the top comedy groups. They served as clinicians at the 2009 YIH festival
in Charleston, and they’re bringing their talents back to Illinois at both Charleston and Bloomington.
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Illinois District Parts and Partners Party!
Are You Ready To P-A-R-T-Y?
Are you “starved” for some real barbershop fun and fellowship? Plan to
be with us on Saturday, August 21st for the 2nd Annual Parts and
Partners Party to be held in and around the Starved Rock State Park
(SRSP)...near Utica/LaSalle/Peru - less than 90 minutes drive for most
of you. Utica is a few miles south of Interstate 80 (exit 81) on Route 178.
GENERAL PLAN At 9:00 AM, barbershoppers and their wives/special
lady friends, will assemble at the Starved Rock State Park Lodge (upper
level) for check-in and informal coffee/social time. At 9:30 AM the men
drive 3 miles to the Utica Baptist Church, 211 East Church Street and
will remain there all day for their activities. Some of the ladies will keep
their cars to help provide transportation for others to some area sites
during the day.
Starved Rock State Park is located in Utica, IL,
within 90 minutes of 14 of the 16 chapters that
competed last year.

MEN There will be quartet coaching for the first five quartets to register
and all sorts of diverse singing/learning opportunities for those who do
not bring a quartet. There will be beginning and intermediate tag singing, sight reading, a simple barbershop basics notation class for the absolute beginner, real woodshed events, singing in varied foursomes...performing for each other, etc. The teaching/coaching staff
will include: Dave Cowin, Bryan Harden, Terry Ludwig, Bob
Squires, Wayne Wright, Tim and Tom Woodall and others yet to be
named. We will view some interesting video and perhaps hear some
fascinating stories about the “funniest” barbershop experiences.
LADIES The ladies will spend the morning and early afternoon fellowshipping in and around the Starved Rock Park area, eating lunch at the
“Lodge”, viewing interesting sites, including a museum, canal boat lock,
and perhaps a short hike with a little singing and lots of shopping opportunities....concluding at the beautiful Cattails Boutique.

There are many wonderful things to explore
around the Starved Rock area.

TOGETHER In the evening, the men and ladies will enjoy a relaxing
Canal Boat ride (pulled by mules) followed by a nice buffet dinner and
program performed by those who attended the event. These events will
be in LaSalle, six miles from SRSP.
LODGING You should not need any lodging, but in the event you want
to come in on Friday night and/or stay over on Saturday night (some
folks will be staying over so as to sing at a special church service on
Sunday morning), there are several places to stay in the area. Unfortunately, all lodging at the SRSP is already booked.
Motels in Oglesby and Peru (both within 10 –15 minutes drive)
Days Inn:
815-883-9600 Baymont Inn & Suites: 815-223-8585
Fairfield Inn:
815-223-7458 Best Western:
815-883-3535
La Quinta:
815-224-9000

End the day with a relaxing one hour Canal

Boat Ride (pulled by mules) followed by a
nice buffet dinner and a program put on by
the Parts & Partners Party participants.

COSTS Men will pay a $30 registration fee which covers their noon
meal and all their day time programs. The ladies costs will depend on
the activities they chose to enjoy....probably less than $30 for the
day. The Canal Boat Ride and the evening meal will cost $22 per person.
QUESTIONS Tom Woodall (Illinois District Quartet Promotion Chairman) 217-549-6671 or twoodall@eiu.edu

Illinois District Parts and Partners Party!
Registration Form
Return to Tom Woodall, 5780 NCR 1540E, Charleston, IL 61920 prior to August 9th
Please make checks payable to “Coles County Chorus”
Name

_____________________________________

Chapter Affiliation

_____________________________________

Voice Part(s)

Tenor

Telephone Number(s)

_____________________________________

Lead

Baritone

Bass

_____________________________________
Email Address

_____________________________________

I am in an organized quartet that wants coaching

Yes

No

Quartet Name

_____________________________________

Tenor

_____________________________________

Lead

_____________________________________

Baritone

_____________________________________

Bass

_____________________________________

I won’t have an official quartet, but will be part of all
the other singing activities

Yes

My wife/significant other’s name who is attending

_____________________________________

I am planning to stay overnight and sing at the church Yes
service (10:30 AM on Sunday)

No

No

Registration: $30 for each man (includes lunch)

___________ @ $30 = ___________

Dinner and Boat Ride ($22 each)

___________ @ $22 = ___________

Total

$ ___________

Please make check payable to Coles County Chorus
Mail to Tom Woodall 5780 NCR 1540E, Charleston, IL 61920

